developed to meet the needs of mulllpiy handicapped people who are unable to operate available wheelchair systems. The NavChair shares conuol with users by allowing them lo achieve desirable motion while overriding unsiit'e mineuvers.
Introduction
Like many human-machine systems, the NavChair assistive navigation system lakes advantage of the capabilities of both the user and the machine by allowing them to share control of system output [31. An important characteristic of human users is that they are able to adapt their control behavior to changes in environmental conditions and funcrional requirements. By allowing users 10 share conmol of the system. their adaptability improves the versatility and rohusiness of the entire system. An h i l i t y Lo estimate and f'aciliute human adaptation could he used to reduce user workload arid increasc the range of systcin adiipt:1tioil.
Machine adaptation involves conlrol sysicm changes in response to estimates of system state and user behavior paitems. Figure 1 illusmates an example o f a situation in which the NavChair must adapt by changing its conuol mode. In this case, environmental inputs do not uniquely determine control mode selection, so ihis decision must also he based upon an evaluation of user behavior. This paper presents a mclhod of monitoring human control behavior in real time and evaluates h i s method experimenldly. One of two outcomes is possible: either (?a) [lie NavChair 'docks,' allowing the user to access h e desk, or (2b) h e NavChair performs an avoidance maneuver and conrinues 10 move forward. These IWO behaviors correspond to iwo different modes of operiition, close approach and obstacle avoidance, [liar caniiot he performed sirnultarieousl y iiscr, for example, integr;itcs n wide v x i e i y of scrisory signals to produce system input: rhe target paili. O u r gun1 is to devclop ;i inclhod ol' I i u r n a i i control hehavior inoiiiioriiig that dtws not require knowledge of' system iiiput.
We present ;in approach lhat allows reactive proccsses i n human control to he modeled in real lime. Figure 2 illustrates a model of a human-machine feedback Itx,p in which the user perceives path errors relative to the iarget path and generates a command to correct the path of [he wheelchair. We hypohesize that corrections i n response io applied dislurbances provide enough information to pennit quantitative human modeling.
'The experiment described in Lhis paper was designed to demonstrate how reactive human models can be used 10 detect human adaptation in real time. The conuolleci syslern was aqirnulatccl wheelchair viewed f'ro~ii ahove i n a world ot walls. As the wheelchair ''moves" the walls scroll by. 'l%c orientation of the world remairis constant wiih respecr to [he screen and the orientation of' the wheelchair is hhowii 10 change. I hc whcelc1i;rir dyirainics :urd kiiicin;irics ;uc h 2 same as those of the NavChiiir. 
Room correct incorrect
Hall way come c t Two subjects were asked to drive a simulated wheelchair through a course consisting of a series of hallways and rooms as quickly a s possible. The hallways were obstacle-free and the rooms had one obstacle each which required the wheelchair motion to deviate from straight. A time penalty was assessed for collisions with the walls. Because collisions were more likely in narrow hallways. we hypothesized that lateral conuol performance would be better in the narrow hallway and that reactive human modeling would allow this change to be clerected in real rime. Note that this analysis is similar to one method ot monitoring visual fatigue [6] but the underlying modeling approach is substantially different.
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14% 94% 9 2 7 0 Analysis Joystick position and disturbance input data were recorded at 30 msec intervals. I n addition, Ihe environment type (i.e. hall or room) was recorded for each time step. An autoregressive model ( 1 ) relating applied disturbance, D, to joystick position, J. was identified lor each dam set. where subscnpt 0 corresponds to the current data sample, 1 to the most recent ample, etc. System identification calculates parameters ai and bi through least-squares regression of observed data paus. D and .J. [7] *, N h Subbequent human control behavior was analyzed by comparing actual and predicted joystick behavior. The goal of his analysis was to evaluate how well the identitied model explained joystick behavior at each time step, using only previous dah. Predicted joystick behavior was calculated by using recorded values of D and he identified values of ai and hl rn equation (1). The difference between these values was smoothed using a 1.5 Hz low-pass IIR filter. rectified arid thresholded. Table 1 summarizes correlation data between actual and estimated wheelchair environments. Note that hallways were misidentified as rooms only when entering or leavin, 0 a room In other words, the behavior of the human appears to adapt to the open room environment just before entering h e room. The delay in adaptation when leaving a room could be an artifact of data processing delays. 
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Conclusions
The development of more ef'fective assistivc technologic5 will require advances in our ability to estiinalc and react to changes in human control behavior. The preliminary results presented in this paper indicate that human modeling warrants further investigation as a potential method IO monitor human control behavior in real rime for use i n adaptive shared control systems. such as h e NavChak.
